Critical analysis of mucin and signet ring cell as prognostic factors in an Asian population of 2,764 sporadic colorectal cancers.
Conflicting data on the clinicopathological characteristics as well as prognosis and survival of signet ring cell (SRC) and mucinous adenocarcinomas (MA) of the colorectum persist. Consecutive patients (2,764) with sporadic colorectal cancer from 1999 to 2005 were evaluated. The clinicopathological characteristics of these patients were reviewed. Univariate analysis was performed, and survival curves were constructed using the Kaplan-Meier method. Multivariate analysis assessed independent prognostic factors. The incidence of MA and SRC is 6% and 1.1%, respectively. MA and SRC tend to occur in patients aged <or=50 years (SRC 33%, MA 22%, ordinary adenocarcinomas (OA) 14%, p = 0.001) and are more commonly right-sided (MA 30%, SRC 27%, OA 19%, p = 0.001) than OA. SRC tend to be poorly differentiated (SRC 77%, MA 26%, OA 6%, p < 0.0001) and have a higher risk of recurrence (SRC 40%, MA 26%, OA 6%, p < 0.0001). SRC and MA are more likely to have locally advanced lesions (T3/T4; SRC 100%, MA 90%, OA 83%, p = 0.002) and lymph node metastases (SRC 89%, MA 61%, OA 52%, p < 0.0001) and present with an advanced stage at diagnosis (stage III/IV SRC 94%, MA 67%, OA 56%, p < 0.0001). SRC has poorer 5-year cancer-specific survival (CSS; 11.1%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0-22.9%) compared with MA (46.8%, 95% CI 38.6-55.0%) and OA (58.7%, 95% CI 56.5-60.9%, p < 0.001). In a multivariate analysis, SRC is an independent poor prognostic factor (HR 1.9, 95% CI 1.1-3.0) but MA is not. SRC and MA demonstrate clinicopathologic characteristics suggestive of a different biology compared with OA. In our dataset, SRC has a significantly poorer CSS whereas survival rates for MA are similar to OA. These characteristics are similar in both Asian and Western studies reported. Asian reports however suggest a lower incidence of MA.